MUSIC
* Spotty Bear’s Amazing Journey – Lionel Robinson - Spotty Bear is a most unusual bear.
He is covered in spots of every colour. And he’s not happy. With words, music and song, Lionel tells the
story of the bear who leaves home to try and lose his spots. He travels to faraway places where they do
things differently – the Land of Ice & Snow, the Land of the Sad Princesses, Upside-down Land… and he
starts to think that maybe being different is what makes us all special.
Singing, dancing and games for all, dressing up, counting, spelling and making up songs together… join Lionel
& Spotty Bear on their fun-filled adventures!
Cost: $330 gst n/a for up to 35 students. 2 sessions at the same centre back-to-back $600

* What I did on my Holidays – Lionel Robinson
Lionel is back from a fantastic holiday with a suitcase full of songs about
the places he has seen and all the curious creatures he has come across.
Where’s he been? Everywhere! The farm, the bush, the beach, the
jungle… He’s been on buses, planes, boats and trains! With the help of his
magic keyboard he is going to tell you all about it.
Everyone gets to join in. There are lots of songs you know, actions and
dancing to be done, and somebody even gets to play on the amazing
keyboard!
Cost: $330 gst n/a for up to 35 students.2 sessions at the same centre back-to-back $600

* Drumbeat - Mark Stewart -

In this ever-popular show, Mark Stewart proves that
although everyone can play percussion, there certainly is an art to hitting things. With cowbells,
castanets, bongos and anything else he can find, Mark teaches children the value of music and rhythm.
Cost: $330 gst n/a

* Music for Little Ones – Tom Harding aka ‘Tom the Pom’ An exciting hands-on session exploring the skills needed by the muso’s of
tomorrow! Drumming generates lots of fun with embedded mathematics, listening
skills, aural interpretation and musical triggers. With body percussion and fun
movements to both classic and original children’s songs, each child gets to sing,
move and drum – no watching someone else have all the fun!
Cost: $330 gst n/a

* The Shape of Things to Count - Mic Conway – Magic Mic
Conway uses original music, juggling, illusion/magic and plenty of humour to
present an ever-changing parade of colourful shapes and numbers that will
stretch the imagination and test the recognition of the audience. (Supports
E.Y.L.F. Outcome 5)
Cost: $300 + $30 gst = $330 inc gst
**Please note: the recommended MAXIMUM number of children for these
presentations is 35
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